Case Study: Construction
The TEG Group plc is a specialist green technology
company offering tailored organic waste solutions
throughout the UK.
TEG handles around 300,000 tonnes of waste a year
through processes including anaerobic digestion (AD),
in-vessel composting (IVC) and open air windrow. These
produce a range of quality compost and digestate
materials which are used in agriculture, horticulture,
land remediation and landscaping.
www.theteggroup.plc

Ensuring the way forward with organic waste

 Win: Enhanced ability to win new contracts
through an effective tender process
 Design process: Fully tracked and approved
 Build process: Instant onsite access for
engineering and project management teams
ensuring on time delivery of high quality
facilities
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The Challenge
One of TEG’s core business offerings is the creation of the right design to complement the
local environment and satisfy planning requirements. Each design is therefore unique and
requires its own set of specific optimizations. TEG’s success rests on bidding, winning and
delivering these designs as effectively as possible.
To support the tender process, TEG required a workspace to hold all information in one
place that can be shared, amended, annotated and added to collaboratively by TEG’s Design
team, specialized contractors and local authorities. Once approved by all a final tender
document is submitted as the final bid.
To support the construction phase, TEG needed to provide access to the winning tender
documentation to its Build team and allow them to assign and track associated tasks and
their completion across large numbers of contractors and suppliers.

Why Sosius?
Sosius provides a collaboration platform that is at the same time easy-to-use and flexible
enough to deliver the demands of both the Design and Build sides of TEG’s business.
Enterprise standard access management, real-time notifications and mobile compatibility
ensure that all the right information is at all the right participants’ fingertips at the right time
whether they are in the office or onsite.

The Results
Having used a generic version of the Sosius platform for several years, TEG decided to
produce a custom application to meet the specific needs of their Design and Build teams for
a new project in Dagenham. Ubiquitous access to the design information immediately made
the tender process more efficient, and improved the effectiveness of all onsite contractors.
Calls to TEG Head Office in Preston have been dramatically reduced and long on-site delays
have been eradicated.

The Future...
TEG is currently looking to identify other core business areas whose performance they can
improve through the development of new targeted applications on the Sosius platform.
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